Cytodiagnosis through use of a z-axis video by volunteer observers: a promising tool for external quality assessment.
This study examined whether cytological diagnosis through the use of a video, which shows the changing depth of focus in the microscopic field, described as a z-axis video, is useful compared with a still image. From 17 cytology preparations of fine needle aspiration of the breast, we made six z-axis videos per case. A frame exhibiting the characteristic features was then extracted from each video and saved as a representative still image. One hundred and twenty-eight volunteer cytotechnologists were randomly divided into two groups of video observers and still image observers. The participants were asked to make a diagnosis of benign, indeterminate, suspicious or malignant without having any clinical information other than the age of the patient. Diagnoses were categorized as 'recommended' or 'unacceptable' according to degree of correlation with histology. The number of definitive diagnoses of 'benign' or 'malignant' were increased in video observers, and indeterminate or suspicious categories were decreased (P = 0.013). The distribution of diagnostic categories in three of the 17 cases was significantly different; the distribution in the remaining cases was similar between the two groups. The z-axis video observers may have selected the definite diagnoses with confidence because they observed valuable microscopic findings by 'focusing through observation'. The average number of 'recommended' diagnoses by individual observers was significantly higher in the video observer group than in the still image observer group (P = 0.016). In contrast, the average number of 'unacceptable' diagnoses was significantly lower (P = 0.019). A z-axis video is easy to obtain and is therefore expected to become a powerful diagnostic modality for the external quality assessment of clinical cytology and even in the field of primary cytodiagnosis.